A Sex Offender Register For Namibia?
Right Idea, Wrong Solution
In 2017, hundreds of people gathered outside a house in Katutura in reaction to reports that the
occupants were abducting and dismembering children. According to news reports, police deployed 20
police vehicles and a helicopter, and ended up having to use tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse the
crowd. At least two people were injured in the chaos, and several police vehicles and the house in question
were damaged. The rumours that led to the riot were entirely untrue. 1
This was not an isolated incident of frightening vigilante action. A man was beaten to death in
Katutura in 2018 by members of the public, after being caught red-handed with stolen property. 2 In 2019,
in Omusati, three people suspected of poisoning a man were attacked by a group of 31 people, but rescued
by police who took them to hospital. 3 In 2021, an 18-year-old was murdered in Windhoek by members of
the public who allegedly saw him grab someone’s cell phone. 4 Similarly, a 17-year-old in Walvis Bay died
in April 2022 from injuries received at the hands of a group of people who reportedly saw him grab
someone’s phone. 5
Against this backdrop, the idea of making a list of sex offenders available to the public raises
chilling possibilities of mob revenge.
However, some countries have set up sex offender registers that make information about persons
convicted of sexual offences available only to police, or for other limited purposes. Does Namibia need
such a register?
What is a sex offender register?
A sex offender register is a list of persons who have committed certain criminal offences, often
with information about their current place of residence and employment. The register may also have
identifying information and a photograph of the offender – and in some countries, even a DNA sample.
The offences covered differ from country to country. Some registers include only persons who have
committed crimes against children or persons with mental disabilities. Others are wider, sometimes basing
coverage of the register on the type of crime combined with the length of the sentence imposed. One point
of debate is whether persons who have committed “hands-off” offences such as possession of child
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pornography should be included at all, or treated differently from perpetrators of offences involving
physical contact, such as rape. Another question is whether juvenile offenders should be covered.
Most countries make such registers available only to law enforcement officials, or for the purposes
of vetting potential employees for certain positions (such as those seeking posts that involve access to
children or persons with mental disabilities, or positions in care homes for the elderly).
In a few countries, such as the United States, information from such registers is available to the
general public. In some other countries, members of the public can request information from the register
about a specific individual if they can show a justification for the request, but are expected to keep the
information confidential.
Some registration schemes place restrictions on where sex offenders may live, or require notice of
international travel.
Inclusion on a sex offender register typically lasts only for a specified time, which may differ
according to the severity of the underlying offence, and in some cases extends for a lifetime. Some schemes
have mechanisms whereby offenders can apply for removal from the register if they have not re-offended
after a number of years. 6
What is already in place in Namibia?
The Criminal Records Office of the Namibian Police already has a sophisticated, efficient and upto-date system for issuing “Certificates of Conduct” which either confirm that the person in question has
no criminal convictions in Namibia, or else list that person’s convictions along with the crimes in question
and the relevant date. The Nampol database covers all criminal convictions since shortly after the date of
independence, and it is regularly updated. The information that is entered into the database comes from
police dockets which contain forms completed by the investigating officer after the court case is concluded,
along with notations by the state prosecutor on the docket cover.
Anyone can request a Certificate of Conduct containing information about their own criminal
records. The applicant must take an ID, passport or birth certificate to their local police station, where their
fingerprints will be taken (with most stations already using digital technology instead of ink). Using
fingerprints ensures that name changes or the use of multiple names will not hide the record of a conviction
or confuse the identities of two persons with the same name. The certificates cost N$100 each. All
applications are sent to Windhoek for processing, and a result can be produced in just 10 days.
Anyone who wants to dispute the information on convictions returned by the system can take the
matter to court to verify the fingerprints, which will be re-taken in front of the presiding officer to ensure
accuracy.
The only crimes which might not show up are those where the fingerprints of the offender were not
taken for some reason – but this would most often happen only in cases where the person in question paid
an admission of guilt fine without being formally arrested – and that option is not available in the case of
serious crimes.
Given the existence of this database, it seems unnecessary duplication to construct a separate
register to record specific categories of crimes.
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In fact, these certificates are the basis of the mechanism in the Child Care and Protection Act aimed
at ensuring that people who have been convicted of serious violent or sexual crimes do not get access to
children. This law, which is already in force, requires two categories of persons to get certificates: persons
involved in managing or operating an institution that provides welfare services to children, or persons who
work with or have direct access to children at such institutions.
This requirement also covers persons in posts where they are in a position of authority or
supervision over a child, or have responsibility for the care of a child, in the public or private sector (such
as leaders of Scout troops or Girl Guides, sports coaches or nannies).
Social workers who perform services under the law must also produce police certificates, and police
certificates are a prerequisite for adoptive parents, foster parents, and other alternative caregivers.
The Child Care and Protection Act does not give any employers or institutions access to information
about anyone’s previous criminal convictions; it rather places the burden on the individual seeking the post
to present a recent police certificate. This approach avoids compromising individual privacy, since a
prospective employee who does not want to reveal information about past convictions could simply
withdraw the job application.
These rules have already led to a significant increase in requests for police certificates, indicating
that they are being implemented in practice.
These provisions in the Child Care and Protection Act could be improved, to provide more clarity
on the institutions that are covered by the rules (since the law does not define “welfare services”), to sort
out some issues concerning time frames, and to provide more efficient ways of updating the information
provided on police certificates. But the overall approach makes sense. People who repeatedly abuse children
may seek out positions that put them in contact with children – so this mechanism is a sound protective
measure.
Are sex offender registers constitutional?
A sex offender register is likely to infringe a number of Constitutional rights. Even someone who
has committed a vile sexual offence still has constitutional rights to privacy and dignity, and sex offender
registers might constitute discrimination on the basis of social status. Depending on who has access to the
register and what restrictions it incorporates, the register might interfere with the offender’s rights to move
freely, to reside in any part of Namibia and to carry on any occupation, trade or business.
These Constitutional rights are not absolute, but infringements of constitutional rights are justifiable
only if they are necessary to serve a legitimate public interest, and if they constitute the least restrictive
means of serving that interest. This is where sex offender registers may violate the Namibian Constitution.
In the United States – where sex offender registers in the various states are typically open to the
public – some aspects of state registers have been ruled unconstitutional. Examples are laws requiring
retroactive registration by persons convicted before the register came into force, severe restrictions on
residence rights, prohibitions on the use of social media by offenders, the lack of a process for individual
sex offenders to present arguments on why they should not be included in the register, and lifetime listing
without any procedure to request removal from the register.
The South African Constitutional Court held in 2014 that it is unconstitutional to include the names
of juvenile offenders on the register automatically, without giving them an opportunity to present reasons
why being on the register would not be in their best interests. 7
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Are sex offender registers effective?
No. There is no evidence that sex offender registers in other countries have reduced re-offending. 8
Research from other countries highlights several flaws with these registers.
Many sexual offences are never reported, especially those committed against child victims. This is
compounded by the fact that most sexual offences (in Namibia and elsewhere) are perpetrated by family
members or other persons known to the victim. The result is that a sex offender register – which is bound
to be incomplete – might provide a false sense of security that could reduce vigilance.
Sex offenders who do appear on the list may be driven underground. For example, they may resort
to using a different name or otherwise trying to hide their presence in a community – which could end up
frustrating efforts at police monitoring and investigation.
Registers that are open to the public tend to hamper the efforts of a released offender to reintegrate
into society – and so may actually increase repeat offences since reintegration into the community is one
of the key components of successful rehabilitation. Individuals who feel shunned by society with no hope
of redemption may not care whether or not they end up in prison again, which can make them more likely
to re-offend. 9 Revealing the identity of a sex offender to the public can also have negative consequences
for family members of that offender who have not done anything wrong.
Setting up and maintaining a separate sex offender register – which would be in large part a
duplication of the computerised Nampol database of all convictions – would take up state funds that could
be more effectively spent on expanding rehabilitation programmes for offenders and setting up a system of
long-term monitoring of a smaller group of high-risk offenders.
These are some of the reasons why the South African Law Reform Commission recommended
against a sex offender register, 10 even though their advice was not heeded.
What might work better?
Around the world, although there are higher rates of re-offending for sex crimes than for other
crimes, the fact remains that the majority of convicted sex offenders do not go on to commit other sexrelated crimes.
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One important factor is whether sex offenders have received sex offender treatment as part of their
rehabilitation programmes. Studies in several countries have shown that such treatment lowers rates of reoffending. 11
Namibia is already starting on this path. The Namibian Correctional Service has an Offender Risk
Management Correctional Strategy (ORMCS), which manages offenders on the basis of specific risk factors
and paves the way for individualised treatment plans and appropriate post-release supervision of offenders
released on parole and remission. It reported in 2021 that the introduction of the ORMCS has significantly
reduced rates of re-offending since its inception in 2017. 12
More specifically, a sex offender treatment programme aimed at reducing the likelihood of reoffending was piloted at the Elizabeth Nepemba correctional facility in Rundu for six months with 40 sex
offenders, and a 2016 report on this initiative indicated positive results across all risk groups. 13
Recommendations
Instead of setting up a sex offender register, Namibia could expand on the existing system of police
certificates and roll out rehabilitation programmes that are likely to have the biggest impact on re-offending,
without unleashing the possibility of mob “justice”.
We recommend taking the following steps to accomplish the objectives of a sex offender register,
without engaging in unnecessary duplication:
(1) Require serious sex offenders, as a condition of their release from prison, to report their address
and place of employment to police regularly for a specified number of years, to enhance police monitoring
and investigation. Consider making ongoing supervision a condition of release of the most high-risk
offenders.
(2) Refine the scheme already contained in the Child Care and Protection Act which is aimed at
protecting children from sexual predators, and extend it to persons who seek to work with persons with
mental disabilities, in care homes for the elderly, or in other settings where they would have access to
vulnerable persons.
(3) Support the current efforts of the Namibian Correctional Service to conduct risk assessments
and provide tailored rehabilitation and reintegration programmes for sex offenders, including programmes
targeting specific types of sex offenders (such as those who have abused children).
Namibia should note the observation of a South African commentator that “a sex offender register
does not prevent the commission of sexual offences. Sex offender policy issues may be implemented
because they are popular, but that does not mean that they are efficient, effective or equitable. The state
would do better to protect the public through legislation based on empirical evidence, while ensuring that
citizens’ constitutional rights are not infringed”. 14
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